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ABSTRACT
1

The PASS project has as its goal the implementation of solutions to the

foreseen data access problems of the next generation of scientific exper-
iments. It is in the process of transitioning from an exploratory phase,
where the focus has been on understanding the requirements and avail-
able technologies to an implementation phase, where detailed design
work is commencing on a common framework for scientific applica-
tions.

iNTRODUCTION event data (~1015 bytes), a dilute signal and
a large (~1000) and geographically dis-

The Petabyte Access and Storage Solutions persed user community. Although the origi-
(PASS) project [1] has as its goal the imple- nal focus of the PASS project was the
mentation of solutions to the foreseen data experiments at the SSCL, its approach is
access problems of the next generation of broad enough to encompass many areas of
scientific experiments. These are character- scientific computing. Target customers now
ized by a very large sample of complex include experiments at RHIC, CEBAF, the

B-Factory at SLAC, NASA and govern-].Supported by the U.S. Del_artment of Energy under

Contract No. DE-AC03-7_f_. mental projects.
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Berkeley,CA 94720 tigate the feasibility of using distributed da-
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• hierarchical mass stores to handle the con- The Mark 0 testbed indicated that either

flicting requirements for the storage of large a full-scale object oriented database or an
amounts of experimental data with the de- object persistence manager with lower
sire to provide rapid access to selected corn- overheads were suitable candidates for fur-
ponents of that data from a dispersed user ther investigation. PTool [3] is a persistent
community, object manager developed at the University

of Illinois at Chicago. A 32-bit version was
ORGANIZATION used during the Mark 0 tests, whereas a 64-

bit version with significantly enhanced ca-
PASS has been organized in two distinct pabilities has since been developed.
phases, where the initial phase has been
mainly an exploratory one, with the focus
being on benchmarks and technology dem- MARK 1 TESTBEDS

onstrations to demonstrate proof of princi- Several Mark 1 testbeds are underway. A
pie and understanding of the available testbed at the SSCL was designed to dem-
hardware and software technology. The cul- onstrate the use of 19ram helical scan tape
mination of this initial phase has been the technology within a database environment
development of an Architectural Model that and to increase the data sample to 10GB.
forms the basis for the second, implementa- The configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Two
tion, phase. The second phase is focused on

the detailed design and implementation of IB CHRKSl
components identified by the Architectural
Model. The goal is this phase is the creation
of second-generation prototypes, eventually

leading to systems capable of handling the [ ooo_Ms I1_,_Ms 11 _ro_ II _os I
data access demands for a wide variety of __x,.,. __
scientific disciplines. _

(Sun 670MP) (SGI310)

The exploratory phase has involved two _ /_ j_._

generations of testbeds, the first of which
demonstrated that the database approach _D2Tapc_v9
was feasible. The second generation test-
beds have extended the size of the data sam-

ple, the complexity of the queries and have Figure 1. SSCL Configuration
embarked on an investigation of access to
distributed data and distributed queries, different computer architectures were in-

vestigated as well as the same set of data-
MARK 0 TESTBED bases as for the Mark 0 tests, but with a

significantly enlarged data sample. The de-
The first generation testbed was described rinse of the SSCL prevented completion of
at an earlier CHEP Conference [2]. It dem- these tests.
onstrated the feasibility of the database ap-
proach, and indicated that an object Another testbed has focused on the use
oriented approach using either an object ori- of the 128-processor IBM SP-1 computer
ented database manager or persistent object system at ANL and the development of par-
store (or a combination of the two) was the allel query processing techniques using the
preferred approach. However, it was limited PTool persistent object manager. Several
in the size of the data sample and complex- replicated query strategies have been inves-
ity of the physics queries that could be per- tigated as well as techniques for the move-
formed, ment of data within a distributed database



enviroament. This project is the subject of a the system must exhibit in order to
paper to be presented at this Conference [5]. match the operational requirements.

Work at UIC has been targeted towards These include the input bandwidth,
the further development of the PTool persis- uniformity and scalability constraints,
tent object store into a fully distributed en- flexibility and ext_nsibility in the data
vironment. This has allowed tests to be organization, modes and patterns of at-

made with different caching, migration, and cess, concurrency and access controls,
replication algorithms for interfacing low and query language.
overhead, high performance persistent ob- (b) An abstract reference model. This de-
ject managers to hierarchical storage sys- scribes a system that matches the re-
tems. This work is described in Ref. [6]. quirements in terms of its components

Technical difficulties limited the corn- and the mechanisms by which they

plexity of the queries that were possible on communicate, but does not discuss pol-
all the above testbeds, so another testbed at icy or management issues that would
LBL has attempted to integrate an existing be necessary to match the model to an
physics analysis framework with a distrib- actual implementation. This reference
uted OODBMS so that a larger sample of model builds upon the concepts and
data may be examined and typical physics terminology of several standards orga-
queries may be run. The CDF analysis nizations, including the Object Man-
framework has been modified to allow the agernent Group and the Object
OODBMS to become the source of event Database Management Group [10].

data, whilst allowing the user code to re- (c) An implementation model. This de-
main unmodified. This framework has fur- scribes a conceptual implementation,
ther been enhanced to act as a testbed for the matched to the requirements of a HEP
use of a distributed database based on the collider experiment. It consists of a set
concepts of the Object Management Group of hierarchical data servers.
[7] and the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) which forms the ba- (d) A discussion of some design and policy
sis for the Architectural Model described in issues. The reference model lacks
the next section. This testbed is described in many of the characteristics of a final
Ref. [8]. implementation that accommodate

technological constraints to optimize
ARCHITECTURAL MODEL the available capacities. For example,

the reference model states that data
Focal point of the exploratory phase of the must be movable amongst a hierarchy
project has been the development of an Ar- of data stores in a manner that optimiz-
chitectural Model [9]. It is comprised of es response times to the most frequent
four major components: access patterns. How best to achieve
(a) The operational and technical require- this caching and migration, and wheth-

ments. Operational requirements are er to replicate or move the data, is a de-
broad capab;lities that result from the tailed policy and design issue that lies
environmer, t within which the system beyond the scope of the reference mod-
must operate. Characteristics which el. We have ;dentified several such is-
drive the operational requirements are sues that are worthy of more discussion
the high input bandwidth, the very di- and have presented aspects of their im-
lute signal and the widely dispersed pact, even though at this stage in the de-
scientific community. Technical re- sign process we cannot necessarily
quirements a specific capabilities that identify the correct design choice.



" • - " SUMMARY [6] E.N. May et al., A Demonstration of a

This paper presents an overview of the Multi-level Object Store and its appli-
PASS project, summarizing the results from cation to the Analysis of High Energy
the various testbeds and presenting a brief Physics Data, to be presented at CHEP
description of the Architectural Model. The '94.
Mark 0 tests showed the desirability of ana- [7] Object Management Group, The Com-
lyzing events using distributed database and mon Object Request Broker: Architec-
distributed object computing technologies, ture and Specification, Revision 1.1,
The Mark 1 tests showed how this technol- OMG TC Document 91.12.1, 1991.

ogy could be interfaced to hierarchical stor- [8] D. R. Quarrie and C. T. Day, Using a
age systems resulting in our current Distributed OODBMS as a Source of
architectural model. We are now ready to Events for CDF Physics Analysis, to be
scale this technology up to the production presented at CHEP '94.
level.

[9] D. Lifka et al. (the PASS CoUabora-
We have embarked on a detailed design tion), The PASS Project Architectural

of an implementation of the Architectural Model, to be published.
Model and the software products developed
thus far are being retrofitted to conform. In [10]R. G. G. CatteU et al., The Object Da-

tabase Standard: ODMG-93, Morganthe short time frame, work is underway to
populate object stores with DO data at Fer- Kaufmann, 1994.
milab and the longer term plan encompass-
es experiments at both SLAC and RHIC
with the goal being the availability of pro-
duction systems in the LHC time frame.
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